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A Shiksa's Guide to Jewish Marriage Sep 30 2022 Your favorite Shiksa-Jew, Marcelle Sirkus, is back at it again with this latest addition to the Shiksa Guide
Books series. "A Shiksa's Guide to Jewish Marriage: The to-dos before 'I do'!" is entertaining and educational, filled with lots of great tips for planning a
traditional Jewish wedding. Plus, there are lots of charmingly adorable pictures - so cute you could eat 'em up!
The Shiksa Syndrome Jul 29 2022 Upset when her stand-up comedian boyfriend dumps her on Christmas, Jewish Manhattan publicist Aimee Albert seeks
companionship with a nice Jewish man, and falls for Josh Hirsch, a gorgeous man who mistakes her for a shiksa and who has a different attitude toward Judaism
than she does. Reprint.
Jewish Just Like You Nov 08 2020 "Jewish Just Like You" is the first children's book for the children of Jewish converts, written by convert Kylie Ora Lobell.
This book teaches children about the process of Jewish conversion that one or both of their parents may have gone through, as well as how converts are just like
Jews who were born Jewish. It is an uplifting and empowering book that answers questions that children of converts may have. Perfect for elementary-school
aged children and up, it touches on key Jewish concepts like having Shabbat dinner, lighting Hanukkah candles, saying the Shema, having strong values,
studying Torah, and having pride in Israel. Praise for "Jewish Just Like You" from today's influential Jewish leaders "An emotionally uplifting, profound yet fun
book, written by one of the most sincere, talented and insightful writers of our time, beautifully illustrated, that will be a blessing and a treat to children and
parents alike!"- Rabbi Jason Weiner, senior rabbi and director of the Spiritual Care Department at Cedars-Sinai in Los Angeles, and rabbi at Knesset Israel
Congregation of Beverlywood "Kylie Ora Lobell is one of today's most eloquent Jewish voices in print. This book fills an important gap in the market and
introduces children to sensitive and nuanced subject matter in a gentle and positive way, overflowing with Jewish pride. 'Jewish Just Like You' will capture your
heart with its sincerity, powerful imagery and clear presentation." - Rabbi Elchanan Shoff of Beis Knesses of Los Angeles and author of, "Paradise: Breathtaking
Strolls through the Length and Breadth of Torah" "This is a delightful and charming story with captivating illustrations. The story's positive theme about being
the child of a convert is a much-needed and timely contribution to diversity in literature for young Jewish children." - Judy Gruen, author of "The Skeptic and
the Rabbi: Falling in Love with Faith" About the Author Kylie Ora Lobell is a writer and personal essayist who has been published in New York Magazine, the

Washington Post, the Los Angeles Times, the Jewish Journal of Los Angeles, The Forward, the Jewish Telegraphic Agency, Chabad.org, Tablet Magazine,
Alma, Aish, Mayim Bialik's GrokNation, and Jew in the City. Originally from Baltimore, she is a convert to Judaism who lives in Los Angeles with her
husband, comedian Daniel Lobell, her daughter, and her two dogs, four chickens, two tortoises, and hedgehog. About the Illustrator Barbara "Willy" Mendes is
an American cartoonist and fine artist. She is best known in the comic world for her work alongside Trina Robbins in "It Ain't Me Babe" and "All Girl Thrills."
Mendes was one of the early and very influential members of the underground comix movement, working alongside the other few female artists who contributed
to the newly founded underground comix movement. After completing a mural in a Sephardic synagogue in Los Angeles, Mendes felt reconnected with her
heritage and then began to study the Torah and actively practice Judaism which became the driving force in both her life and art.
Antisemitism and Philosemitism in the Twentieth and Twenty-first Centuries Mar 13 2021 This book of essays provides a significant reappraisal if discussions of
antisemitism and philosemitism. The contributors demonstrate that analysis of philosemitic attitudes is as crucial to the history of representations of Jews and
Jewish culture as are investigations of antisemitism.
Kushner, Inc. Jun 03 2020 INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER The first explosive book about Javanka and their infamous rise to power Jared
Kushner and Ivanka Trump are the self-styled Prince and Princess of America. Their swift, gilded rise to extraordinary power in Donald Trump’s White House
is unprecedented and dangerous. In Kushner, Inc., investigative journalist Vicky Ward digs beneath the myth the couple has created, depicting themselves as the
voices of reason in an otherwise crazy presidency, and reveals that Jared and Ivanka are not just the President’s chief enablers: they, like him, appear disdainful
of rules, of laws, and of ethics. They are entitled inheritors of the worst kind; their combination of ignorance, arrogance, and an insatiable lust for power has
caused havoc all over the world, and may threaten the democracy of the United States. Ward follows their trajectory from New Jersey and New York City to the
White House, where the couple’s many forays into policy-making and national security have mocked long-standing U.S. policy and protocol. They have pursued
an agenda that could increase their wealth while their actions have mostly gone unchecked. In Kushner, Inc., Ward holds Jared Kushner and Ivanka Trump
accountable: she unveils the couple’s self-serving transactional motivations and how those have propelled them into the highest levels of the US government
where no one, the President included, has been able to stop them.
Bech Is Back Mar 01 2020 In this follow-up to Bech: A Book, Henry Bech, the priapic, peripatetic, and unproductive Jewish American novelist, returns with
seven more chapters from his mock-heroic life. He turns fifty in a confusing blend of civic and erotic circumstances while publicizing himself in Australia and
Canada. He marries a shiksa and travels with her to Israel, where she falls in love with the land, and to Scotland, where he does. And—sweating buckets!
thinking big! minting miracles!—he writes an ingeniously tawdry bestseller. Bech’s aesthetic and moral embarrassments reveal acid truths about both his trade
and our times.
The Jewish Wedding Now Jan 23 2022 Now completely revised, this definitive guide provides a wealth of options for creating a Jewish wedding--whether
totally traditional or cutting-edge contemporary--that combines spiritual meaning and joyous celebration.
What to Do When You're Dating a Jew Oct 20 2021 Learn everything you need to know about the holidays, traditions, beliefs, and culture of the Jew you love . .
. and his or her family. From what to order in a Kosher deli to what to wear to a Purim party, this book answers all the questions you'll face as the love interest of
a nice Jewish boy or girl. What to Do When You're Dating a Jew will: give you a quick overview of the basics of Judaism prepare you for meeting your
significant other's Jewish family brief you on Jewish holidays, ceremonies, and rituals alert you to potentially embarrassing situations and show you how to avert
them entertain you with "It happened to me" stories from interfaith couples Peppered with definitions of Yiddish terms, historical facts, jokes, quotes, and even
recipes, this is essential reading for any woman or man involved with a Jew, whether looking for a deeper understanding of the Jewish faith or simply looking to
survive a first seder at Bubbe's house.
A Devil's Chaplain Sep 26 2019 Essays on morality, mortality, and much more from the New York Times–bestselling author of The Selfish Gene and The God
Delusion. This early collection of essays from renowned evolutionary biologist Richard Dawkins is an enthusiastic declaration, a testament to the power of

rigorous scientific examination to reveal the wonders of the world. In these essays, Dawkins revisits the meme, the unit of cultural information that he named
and wrote about in his groundbreaking work, The Selfish Gene. Here also are moving tributes to friends and colleagues, including a eulogy for novelist Douglas
Adams, author of The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy; correspondence with fellow biologist Stephen Jay Gould; commentary on the events of 9/11; and visits
with the famed paleoanthropologists Richard and Meave Leakey at their African wildlife preserve. Ending with a vivid note to Dawkins’s ten-year-old daughter,
reminding her to remain curious, ask questions, and live the examined life, A Devil’s Chaplain is a fascinating read by “a man of firm opinions, which he
expresses with clarity and punch” (Scientific American).
Everything is Illuminated Oct 27 2019 A young man arrives in the Ukraine with a tattered photograph, a bad translator, a man haunted by memories and an
undersexed guide dog - he is looking for the woman who saved his grandfather from the Nazis. What they find turns all their worlds upside down.
Eagle at My Eyes Aug 06 2020
The Orphan's Daughter May 03 2020 The Orphan's Daughter is a novel about a woman who grows up in the shadow of her charismatic but troubled father, a
man shaped by his boyhood in a Depression-era Jewish orphanage. The two life stories are woven together to form the fabric of this funny and suspenseful work
of literary fiction. Clyde Aronson survives the cruelties of the seemingly bucolic orphanage but is left scarred. Brilliant and self-destructive, a popular highschool teacher and a callous womanizer, he yearns for a son to replace the relationship lost when his father abandoned him. Instead, he fathers two daughters. He
resents most the one who most resembles him: the younger, Joanna. Joanna Aronson is thirty, alienated, and living in Southern California when she learns of her
father's puzzling illness. She returns home to Baltimore to help care for him. In the process, the two reconcile; Joanna struggles to come to terms with her own
difficult history. Clyde promises to leave Joanna his collected papers, including a secret manuscript written long ago about life in the orphanage. After Clyde's
death, Joanna's stepmother inherits the house and all of his possessions. She refuses Joanna any access. Determined, Joanna breaks into the house and steals the
manuscript. The stepmother presses charges. Though fictional, The Orphan's Daughter is based upon the time, from 1924 to 1934, the author's father spent in the
Hebrew National Orphan Home in Yonkers, New York. This evocative novel incorporates a strong female voice, contemporary feminist themes, Jewish cultural
history, and a nostalgic sense of place. By turns wrenching and delightfully humorous, The Orphan's Daughter is a deft melding of history and psychological
drama, a literary page-turner you won't want to put down.
Unorthodox Aug 25 2019 Traces the author's upbringing in a Hasidic community in Brooklyn, describing the strict rules that governed her life, arranged
marriage at the age of seventeen, and the birth of her son, which led to her plan to leave and forge her own path in life.
Boy Vey! Nov 01 2022 The definitive, hilarious guide to why Jewish men make the best dates, where to snag a hot mensch, and how to win his mother's heart
After all, she's molded him into the cutest little Oedipus complex you've ever met. Could you show some appreciation? With humor and emotion, Kristina Grish
celebrates the terrific intricacies of multilayered, interfaith relationships in this girl-meets-boy dating guide. She waxes poetic about why Jewish men are great
boyfriend material: They're smart, entrepreneurial, generous, doting, and funny. They love to eat, and they're passionate in bed. Sure, their neuroses have
neuroses. But isn't it nice to know there are guys out there who analyze relationships more than you do? Chapters such as "Why Choose the Chosen Ones?,"
"The First Shtup," and "Talk Yiddish to Me" detail how a sexy Shiksa can meet, date, and love a nice Jewish boy of her own.
You Have To Kiss a Lot of Frogs Dec 30 2019 While searching for her soulmate, Karrie Kline reminisces about the past fifteen years of dating mishaps and
foibles, including dreadful fix-ups, bizarre blind dates, chance encounters, and missed opportunities.
Murder in Mississippi Sep 06 2020 In 2009 John Safran, a controversial Australian journalist, spent an uneasy few days interviewing one of Mississippi's most
notorious white supremacists. A year later, he hears that the man has been murdered by a young black man. But this is far from a straightforward race killing.
Safran flies back to Mississippi in a bid to discover what really happened, immersing himself in a world of clashing white separatists, black lawyers, police
investigators, oddball neighbours and the killer himself. In the end, he discovers just how profoundly complex the truth about someone's life - and death - can
be. A brilliantly innovative true-crime story. Safran paints an engrossing and revealing portrait of race, money, sex and power in the modern American South.

'John Safran's captivating inquiry into a murder in darkest Mississippi is by turns informative, frightening and hilarious' - John Berendt, author of Midnight in
the Garden of Good and Evil
The Single Girl's Guide to Meeting European Men May 27 2022 A one-of-a-kind guide packed with road-tested tips for meeting European men—whether
you’re looking for love, lust, or anything in between. In The Single Girl’s Guide to Meeting European Men, Katherine Chloé Cahoon offers forty proven tips for
meeting and interacting with European men, and then guides readers through the hottest man-meeting spots in Europe, country by country—including addresses,
phone numbers, and websites of establishments where single girls have the best chance of meeting Europe’s hottest males. Whether prowling for a spontaneous
European fling or scouting for Mr. Love-of-Your-Life, you’ll find that Cahoon’s tips—which work on men at home, too—take into account the various
approaches, boundaries, and goals you may have for dating during your European foray. She also outlines the traits of men from various European countries, and
gives advice ranging from how to stay safe while meeting them to how to deal with beaus back home who may complicate an amorous European getaway. Filled
with sexy and often hilarious real-life stories from each country, The Single Girl’s Guide will make your time in Europe an exciting, man-filled adventure.
How to Woo a Jew Aug 18 2021 Have you been single longer than the Jews wandered the desert? Or are you newly single and hoping to hook up with a hot
MOT*? Either way, Tamar Caspi is on a mission to help you find your Chosen One... and who better to do that than the advice columnist from the massively
popular dating site JDate.com? In How to Woo a Jew, your very own Jewish Carrie Bradshaw takes you through each facet of the dating world—from
traditional Jewish matchmaking and mixers to modern online dating portals, from honing your Jewdar to kosher sex. Whatever mishegas you’ve made of your
love life, Caspi has words of wisdom—and a few enlightening quizzes, charts, and illustrations—to help you find your Jewish soul mate. *Member of the Tribe
Portnoy's Complaint Jul 05 2020 The groundbreaking novel that propelled its author to literary stardom: told in a continuous monologue from patient to
psychoanalyst, Philip Roth's masterpiece draws us into the turbulent mind of one lust-ridden young Jewish bachelor named Alexander Portnoy. Portnoy's
Complaint n. [after Alexander Portnoy (1933- )] A disorder in which strongly-felt ethical and altruistic impulses are perpetually warring with extreme sexual
longings, often of a perverse nature. Spielvogel says: 'Acts of exhibitionism, voyeurism, fetishism, auto-eroticism and oral coitus are plentiful; as a consequence
of the patient's "morality," however, neither fantasy nor act issues in genuine sexual gratification, but rather in overriding feelings of shame and the dread of
retribution, particularly in the form of castration.' (Spielvogel, O. "The Puzzled Penis," Internationale Zeitschrift für Psychoanalyse, Vol. XXIV, p. 909.) It is
believed by Spielvogel that many of the symptoms can be traced to the bonds obtaining in the mother-child relationship.
Jewish History, Jewish Religion Jul 25 2019 'Shahak subjects the whole history of Orthodoxy ... to a hilarious and scrupulous critique.' --Christopher Hitchens,
The Nation
Modern Jewish Cooking Jun 23 2019 From a leading voice of the new generation of young Jewish Americans who are reworking the food of their forebears,
this take on Jewish-American cuisine pays homage to tradition while reflecting the values of the modern-day food movement. In this cookbook, author Leah
Koenig shares 175 recipes showcasing fresh, handmade, seasonal, vegetable-forward dishes. Classics of Jewish culinary culture—such as latkes, matzoh balls,
challah, and hamantaschen—are updated with smart techniques, vibrant spices, and beautiful vegetables. Thoroughly approachable recipes for everything from
soups to sweets go beyond the traditional, incorporating regional influences from North Africa to Central Europe. Featuring a chapter of holiday menus and rich
color photography throughout, this stunning collection is at once a guide to establishing traditions and a celebration of the way we eat now.
Why Jews Do That Jan 11 2021 “What Steph Curry is to the three-pointer, Avram Mlotek is to rabbi-ing. Let him—and this book—be your guide to a deeper
understanding of Judaism.” —Bari Weiss, author of How to Fight Anti-Semitism When the subject of religion comes up, people often get very shy and worry
about offending. If only there was a book that covered all the nooks and crannies of a religion, written in an easily digestible way. Well, now there is! Written by
Rabbi Avram Mlotek, Why Jews Do That is a terrific look into the Jewish religion that answers the tough questions. But this isn’t just for the Jews among us.
Just because you're Catholic, Muslim, Hindu, Buddhist, or the like, doesn't mean you can’t enjoy an inside look to find out if Jews believe in Jesus, what kosher
really is, and how we keep our yarmulkes secured to our heads. So have no fear, as Jews are here to help! Some of the questions answered by Rabbi Mlotek

include: What's with Jews and candles? Do Jews have confession like Catholics? Why are Jews obsessed with food? Is sex kosher? What about marijuana? And
much more! So whether you're a devout follower, a casual observer, someone marrying into the faith, or just interested in buffing up your Bible knowledge,
Rabbi Mlotek will guide you through the challah, mitzvahs, and shiksas that make Jewish life so...lively.
Roth Unbound Feb 21 2022 Philip Roth – one of the most renowned writers of his generation – hardly needs introduction. From his debut, Goodbye, Columbus,
which won the National Book Award, to his Pulitzer Prize-winning American Pastoral, to his eternally inventive later works such as Exit Ghost and Nemesis,
Roth has produced some of the greatest literature of the past hundred years. And yet there has been no major critical work about him, until now. Here, at last, is
the story of Roth’s creative life. Claudia Roth Pierpont tells an engaging story even as she delves into the many complexities of Roth’s work and the
controversies it has raised. This is not a biography – though it contains many biographical details – but something more rewarding: an attempt to understand a
great writer through his art. Pierpont, who has known Roth for several years, peppers her gracefully written and carefully researched account with conversational
details, providing insights and anecdotes previously accessible only to a very few, touching on Roth’s family, his inspirations, his critics, the full range of his
fiction, and his literary friendships with such figures as Saul Bellow and John Updike. Roth Unbound is a major achievement, a fascinating and highly readable
work that will set the standard for Roth scholarship for years to come.
The Jewish Joke Jun 15 2021 The Jewish joke is as old as Abraham, and like the Jews themselves it has wandered over the world, learned countless new
languages, worked with a range of different materials, been performed in front of some pretty hostile crowds, but still retained its own distinctive identity. So
what is it that animates the Jewish joke? Why are Jews so often thought of as 'funny'? And how old can a joke get? The Jewish Joke is a brilliant - and very
funny - riff on Jewish jokes, about what marks them apart from other jokes, why they are important to Jewish identity and how they work. Ranging from selfdeprecation to anti-Semitism, politics to sex, it looks at the past of Jewish joking and asks whether the Jewish joke has a future. With jokes from Woody Allen,
Lena Dunham and Jerry Seinfeld, as well as Freud and Marx (Groucho mostly), this is both a compendium and a commentary, light-hearted and deeply
insightful.
Losing the Dead Feb 09 2021 As her mother slipped into the darkness of old age, Lisa Appignanesi began to realise how little she knew of the reality behind the
tales she had heard since childhood. She had shunned her parents' stories of war-time Poland, but now she set out to find the truth. In her quest she flew to
Warsaw - imagining and revisiting a past she never knew. This is the moving story of the Jews who survived outside the camps, but it is also the author's own
voyage of self-discovery - a family memoir of the rites of passage of emigration, childhood, and growing up an outsider in a closed community
Bodily Harm Dec 10 2020 A powerfully and brilliantly crafted novel, Bodily Harm is the story of Rennie Wilford, a young journalist whose life has begun to
shatter around the edges. Rennie flies to the Caribbean to recuperate, and on the tiny island of St. Antoine she is confronted by a world where her rules for
survival no longer apply. By turns comic, satiric, relentless, and terrifying, Margaret Atwood's Bodily Harm is ultimately an exploration of the lust for power,
both sexual and political, and the need for compassion that goes beyond what we ordinarily mean by love.
The Blessing Of A Skinned Knee Jan 29 2020 Provides parents with advice on using Jewish teachings from the Torah and Talmud to overcome struggles with
raising children, nurture strengths and uniqueness, and encourage respectfulness towards their parents and others.
Every Goy's Guide to Common Jewish Expressions Apr 25 2022 dredl: A dump little square top that won't spin right to play with on Chanukah. from that
you make a living?: The correct response to someone who tells you they're an artist, a musician, a writer, or a blue-collar worker. goyim nakhes: The kind of
things that gratify the stereotypical goy-a new motor home, bagging the limit duck hunting, a promotion to major, etc. mother (Jewish): I don't personally
believe that Jewish mothers are all that different from other kinds of mothers. For one thing, my mother was nothing like the stereotype. She used to abandon me
on our cabin floor for days at a time while she went out deer hunting...
F*ck You Haiku May 15 2021 Get through any relationship split with this collection of relatable, impassioned, and irreverent breakup haikus. When her
marriage came to a sudden and infuriating end, noted relationship columnist Kristina Grish turned to writing impassioned breakup haikus as a creative way of

processing all the messy and intense feelings she was experiencing. Now, in F*ck You Haiku, Kristina has compiled more than 100 breakup haikus—inspired
by her past breakups as well as universal experiences—to help anyone going through a split deal with their heartbreak via poetry. Representing a range of
emotions and clever ways to vent about your ex, these haikus are entertaining and enraging, as well as enlightening and empowering. So if you’re currently
going through a breakup—whether you did the deed or are on the receiving end of it—let this collection of inventive poems help you say “f*ck you” to that
special someone and eventually “love you” to yourself.
Secrets of Shiksa Appeal Aug 30 2022 ”Any nice Jewish girl who follows Ms. Avi’s advice can catch the Jewish stallion (or near-sighted miniature horse) of her
dreams and have a (matzoh) ball doing it. This is a must read for Jewish single gals.” —Lori Uscher-Pines, PhD,, author of the Get Your Man to Marry You
Plan Secrets of Shiksa Appeal is the sultry, no-holds barred guide to Jewish dating in a post-shtetl society. Ms. Avi, the ultimate yenta, will show her naughty
tactics to attract your shul-mate before that chick with no knowledge of a kugel gets him first. This sassy guide reveals the secrets to: Dressing like the girl his
mother never wanted him to date Piquing the interest of Jewish men in any setting Challenging him more than World of Warcraft Choosing the perfect shiksa
gift Keeping him hooked after a good shtup Letting him think he controls the relationship, even though he doesn’t Using her no-BS approach, Ms. Avi provides
techniques you can use to coerce Jewish men to date within their kind. Discover the dirty secrets to what Jewish men really want...he’ll never crave Christmas
ham again. .
Marrying Out Nov 20 2021 When American Jewish men intermarry, goes the common assumption, they and their families are "lost" to the Jewish religion. In
this provocative book, Keren R. McGinity shows that it is not necessarily so. She looks at intermarriage and parenthood through the eyes of a post-World War II
cohort of Jewish men and discovers what intermarriage has meant to them and their families. She finds that these husbands strive to bring up their children as
Jewish without losing their heritage. Marrying Out argues that the "gendered ethnicity" of intermarried Jewish men, growing out of their religious and cultural
background, enables them to raise Jewish children. McGinity's book is a major breakthrough in understanding Jewish men's experiences as husbands and
fathers, how Christian women navigate their roles and identities while married to them, and what needs to change for American Jewry to flourish. Marrying Out
is a must read for Jewish men and all the women who love them.
Spy in a Little Black Dress Oct 08 2020 An "inventive spy romp that's fast, playful and fun" inspired by an actual letter in the John F. Kennedy Library written
by Jackie Kennedy, revealing her job offer from the newly formed CIA (Chris Ewan, author of The Good Thief's Guide to Venice). When young Jackie Bouvier
receives her second assignment from the CIA, she knows it will go better than her first. She managed to survive the Paris job-while looking her best in
Givenchy, no less-but now she's completed her official CIA training. So she's excited to show her boss exactly what she can do for her country. Her new
mission: Go undercover in sultry Havana and investigate a young revolutionary named Fidel Castro. But before Jackie can infiltrate the communist cabal, she's
in past her hemline in danger. In another exciting adventure, she colludes with Grace Kelly, dances with Frank Sinatra, and flirts with an up-and-coming
congressman from Massachusetts. As the international intrigue escalates, Jackie must use all her finely honed skills to stay ahead of her enemies . . . and make
sure spying never goes out of fashion.
Shiksa Sep 18 2021 An exploration of the stereotype and legend of the "shiksa" identifies the sources of the word's historic meaning and describes the
contributions of gentile women in Biblical times as well as the roles of converted gentile women in Jewish leadership today
The Case of the Sexy Jewess Nov 28 2019 The sexy Jewess moves boldly between neo-burlesque striptease, comedy television, ballet movies, and progressive
porn. Bringing sexiness together with race, gender, and class, 'The Case of the Sexy Jewess' looks at embodied joke-work that is most often, but not always
meant to be funny.
Becoming Your Best Jul 17 2021 * Practical, step-by-step help for building life-changing relationships * Selections from Jane Austen novels bring clarity,
humor
Stars of David Apr 01 2020 Sixty-two of the most accomplished Jews in America speak intimately—most for the first time—about how they feel about being

Jewish. In unusually candid interviews conducted by former 60 Minutes producer Abigail Pogrebin, celebrities ranging from Sarah Jessica Parker to Supreme
Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg, from Larry King to Mike Nichols, reveal how resonant, crucial or incidental being Jewish is in their lives. The connections
they have to their Jewish heritage range from hours in synagogue to bagels and lox; but every person speaks to the weight and pride of their Jewish history, the
burdens and pleasures of observance, the moments they’ve felt most Jewish (or not). This book of vivid, personal conversations uncovers how being Jewish fits
into a public life, and also how the author’s evolving religious identity was changed by what she heard. · Dustin Hoffman, Steven Spielberg, Gene Wilder, Joan
Rivers, and Leonard Nimoy talk about their startling encounters with anti-Semitism. · Kenneth Cole, Eliot Spitzer, and Ronald Perelman explore the challenges
of intermarriage. · Mike Wallace, Richard Dreyfuss, and Ruth Reichl express attitudes toward Israel that vary from unquestioning loyalty to complicated
ambivalence. · William Kristol scoffs at the notion that Jewish values are incompatible with Conservative politics. · Alan Dershowitz, raised Orthodox, talks
about why he gave up morning prayer. · Shawn Green describes the pressure that comes with being baseball’s Jewish star. · Natalie Portman questions the
ostentatious bat mitzvahs of her hometown. · Tony Kushner explains how being Jewish prepared him for being gay. · Leon Wieseltier throws down the gauntlet
to Jews who haven’t taken the trouble to study Judaism. These are just a few key moments from many poignant, often surprising, conversations with public
figures whom most of us thought we already knew. “When my mother got her nose job, she wanted me to get one, too. She said I would be happier.”—Dustin
Hoffman “It’s a heritage to be proud of. And then, too, it’s something that you can’t escape because the world won’t let you; so it’s a good thing you can be
proud of it.” —Ruth Bader Ginsburg “My wife [Kate Capshaw] chose to do a full conversion before we were married in 1991, and she married me as a Jew. I
think that, more than anything else, brought me back to Judaism.”—Steven Spielberg “As someone who was born in Israel, you’re put in a position of defending
Israel because you know how much is at stake.”—Natalie Portman
Witz (American Literature Series) Dec 22 2021 One of the great comic epics of our time: the Last Jewish Novel about the Last Jew in the World. On
Christmas Eve 1999, all the Jews in the world die in a strange, millennial plague, with the exception of the firstborn males, who are soon adopted by a cabal of
powerful people in the American government. By the following Passover, however, only one is still alive: Benjamin Israelien; a kindly, innocent, ignorant manchild. As he finds himself transformed into an international superstar, Jewishness becomes all the rage: matzo-ball soup is in every bowl, sidelocks are hip; and
the only truly Jewish Jew left is increasingly stigmatized for not being religious. Since his very existence exposes the illegitimacy of the newly converted,
Israelien becomes the object of a worldwide hunt . . . Meanwhile, in the not-too-distant future of our own, “real” world, another last Jew—the last living
Holocaust survivor—sits alone in a snowbound Manhattan, providing a final melancholy witness to his experiences in the form of the punch lines to halfremembered jokes.
Shiksa Goddess Mar 25 2022 Celebrated playwright and magnetic wit Wendy Wasserstein has been firmly rooted in New York’s cultural life since her
childhood of Broadway matinees, but her appeal is universal. Shiksa Goddess collects thirty-five of her urbane, inspiring, and deeply empathic essays–all
written when she was in her forties, and all infused with her trademark irreverent humor. The full range of Wasserstein’s mid-life obsessions are covered in this
eclectic collection: everything from Chekhov, politics, and celebrity, to family, fashion, and real estate. Whether fretting over her figure, discovering her gentile
roots, proclaiming her love for ordered-in breakfasts, lobbying for affordable theater, or writing tenderly about her very Jewish mother and her own daughter,
born when she was forty-eight and single, Wasserstein reveals the full, dizzying life of a shiksa goddess with unabashed candor and inimitable style.
We Need to Talk. But First, Do You Like My Shoes? Jun 27 2022 Celebrates the lighter side of breaking up, pairing familiar end-of-relationship scenarios
with whimsical fashion illustrations that demonstrate how clothing can communicate a woman's feelings when she prepares to break off a romance.
Shiksa Goddess Apr 13 2021 Celebrated playwright and magnetic wit Wendy Wasserstein has been firmly rooted in New York’s cultural life since her
childhood of Broadway matinees, but her appeal is universal. Shiksa Goddess collects thirty-five of her urbane, inspiring, and deeply empathic essays–all
written when she was in her forties, and all infused with her trademark irreverent humor. The full range of Wasserstein’s mid-life obsessions are covered in this
eclectic collection: everything from Chekhov, politics, and celebrity, to family, fashion, and real estate. Whether fretting over her figure, discovering her gentile

roots, proclaiming her love for ordered-in breakfasts, lobbying for affordable theater, or writing tenderly about her very Jewish mother and her own daughter,
born when she was forty-eight and single, Wasserstein reveals the full, dizzying life of a shiksa goddess with unabashed candor and inimitable style.
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